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Immigration Ultiamte was established in 1996 from the trenches of
Immigration, workpermit and foreign education. Later, our niche fo cused
on Investment and tourism visas. On behalf of IU , I wish you all the best to
your career, work permit, immigration, mbbs education , engineering,
investmens opportunities, short term visa and tourist visas. Together with
immigration ultimate, I can help you to set-up your future abroad in
Germany, Spain,Austria, Hungary, Poland, Lithuania,Latvia,Estonia and
Canada.Albeit we have the neccessary expertise and contacts to assist our
clients to set-up their life in developed nations. We are always and will be
remain indebt to their trust upon us and we will keep their faith the same

Mr.Tulsidas Chatterjee

Get in Touch:

+91-9051956387

VISION
We are dedicated and motivated to closley work with our clients to build
confidence and bring best solutions to their immigraiton objectives with loyalty to
high professional standards and confidentiality. We aim to expand the scope of
our services by offering an integrated approach to consulting and creating new
opportunities for work permit, investment and study visa abroad.

Mission
Immigration Ultimate is one of the top overseas
immigration consultants in Kolkata. Our Mission is to
provide the most honest, transparent, appropriate,
and most efficient services to all those who are
seeking proper guidance regarding their study visas
and to those who are thinking to relocate to the
country of their choice.

Message From The Director
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"I have captured Tiger
Hill Peak 5062,Kargil war
99 for my mother India, I
will capture visas for my
people again in India"



IMMIGRATION
ULTIMATE
consulting
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ABOUT US
THIS IS OUR WHY WE WAKE UP EACH MORNING

WITH FULL ENERGY
Because we know how important is for you to succeed in your life we have an offer

for you that will bring you next to success

Honesty and 
Transparency

Innovative ideas Smart management

We take all the risks
regarding your visas so

you remain protected as
we sail across the ordeal

of life.

We help you in delivering the
visas by delivering good ideas

and informations. .It easy to
succeed with our help

Our team of professional 
people help you manage 
your business all the way 

to the top

Clients choose us!
We are number one in this business and we was chosen by a lot of individuals not because of

doing the visa but because we can deliver the results, even in pandemic times! Give us a
chance to help you to!



We have designed and documented processes on the basis of the client’s
needs. Our competent staff members will categorically take care of each
essential queries for the aspects of moving abroad. But don’t just take our
word for it. We work hard to satisfy our customers’ needs in these
following areas.

Admissions in Indian universities. 
Job placement services in Indian PSUs/ private or Abroad.
Helping to obtain H1-B visa/Work Permits/Skilled Occupation  Lists (SOL) visa
Family reunification visas for Germany, UK, Norway, Denmark, The Netherlands.
Bachelors, Masters and PhDs in the top rank universities across the World.
Permanent residency visas in Europe, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.
Assistance in Intra Company type of visas. 
Sports category visas. 
Film and Music category Visas. 
Temporary workers or Holiday workers type of visas. 
Business Category Visa.
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How We Help Our Clients?

Our complimentary services towards our clients are that we,  assist in
searching jobs into their country of choices by sending the resume to
various job consultants of that country.  This helps them to settle down 
 and complete their dreams as  soon as possible



With Personal Desire to Move
abroad and get settle.

Work With Most of the People
to Make Them Understand
about their legacy.

Time and time again we
guide their mind towards the
proper goal settings.
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Post Landing Services

Your dreams are important to us, therefore, IU have
an experienced education and visa processing team
which  is spread throughout the world. Our education
and  visa process team work through 32 teams in
India and some teams are working from Canada, USA,
Denmark, London, Singapore, Australia and New
Zealand. Experts are on various ideas those are
useful. Additionally we help

Our Pre-Departure
Services are awesome!

PRE-DEPARTURE SERVICES

Submission of the client’s application, to VFS Global
services. 
Periodic follow-ups of the application.
Intensive Interview Preparation at our office.
Pre-counselling on the countries they are targeting.
Help on obtaining the visa.

WARSAW PRAGUE HELSINKI

Believe in us, we are always with you.

Our Pre-Departure program as follows:-

Arrange for an airport transfer to a pre-arranged accommodation.
Advise on opening of a Bank Account.
Informing new immigrants about the foreign lifestyle and culture.
Information on renting on purchase of a house.
Information about Provincial licensing, registration & apprentices program.
Job search guidance about permanent job in his/her intended occupation
Assistance in applying for the social security number.
Assistance in applying for the health insurance policies.
Assistance in tax return, Income return directories.
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IMMIGRATION
Work Permit Visa | Job Visa | Job Permit | Permanent Residency
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Currently, There are 4 Continets are Providing Immigration Visas. Europe, the USA, UK and
Canada are the major countries that are providing immigraiton visas. This one continent is

Europe, and three nations offer job opportunities, immigration opportunities and job guarantees. 
However, there are other nations such as Australia and Newzealand. But, after the pandemic

and global problem, we are not working for either Australia or New Zealand. However, the
opportunity is ripe in Europe due to Schengen and Non-Schengen Area.

 

EUROPE

CURRENT SCENARIO ON

MORE CARE INTERACTIVE MORE INFORMATIVE

EUKC provides the best care of your
hard work

EUKC is more interactive towards
the people

EUKC has moved to be more
innovative than any other country

UNITED STATES CANADAUNITED KINGDOM

EUROPE, US,UK AND CANADA( EUKC)



EU leaders have come together
in a small town/city near
luxembourg known as 
Schengen Area.

Immigration
Ultimate

EUROPEAN
UNION IN 2023!

in 1990 after the fall
of berlin wall and
soviet collapse.

S C H E N G E N  Z O N E

Under the act Europe is divided into
two segments Schengen and Non-
Schegnengn area.
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The three Communities shared the same membership, the six states that signed the Treaty of Paris and
subsequent treaties were known as the "Inner Six" (the "outer seven" were those countries that formed the
European Free Trade Association). The six founding countries were France, West Germany, Italy and the
three Benelux countries: Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg. The first enlargement was in 1973, with
the accession of Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom. Greece, Spain and Portugal joined in the 1980s.
Following the creation of the EU in November 1993, it has enlarged to include a further sixteen countries by
July 2013.

As more EU member states signed the Schengen Agreement, the consensus was reached on absorbing
it into the procedures of the EU. The Agreement and its related conventions were incorporated into the
mainstream of European Union law by the Amsterdam Treaty in 1997, which came into effect in 1999. A
consequence of the Agreement being part of European law is that any amendment or regulation is
made within its processes, in which the non-EU members are not participants.

WHAT IS A 
SCHENGEN ZONE

EUROPE WITHOUT BORDERS

Founding Members of Schengen Region.

Current Schengen Countries
Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland,
Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and Switzerland.

Current Non-Schengen Countries
Albania, Andora, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus,  Bosnia & Herzegovina, Croatia, Cyprus, Georgia, Ireland,
Kosovo, North Macedonia, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Romania, Russia, San Marino, Serbia, Turkey,
Ukraine, The United Kingdom and Vatican City.

sources from wikipedia.org
sources from wikipedia.org

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Union_law
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amsterdam_Treaty
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Easy Entry with no extra paperwork.
Easy jobs are available mostly nonskill.
Easy life with no hassle towards excellence.
Easy to get jobs and life security.
Able to move with the family.
Can travel across Non-Schengen zone hassle-free.
Able to get jobs as required at any time.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The 26 Schengen countries are all free to cross.
Crossing the EU external borders, including the types of visa needed,
Harmonisation of the conditions of entry and of the rules on short-stay visas (up to 90 days),
Cross-border police cooperation (including rights of cross-border surveillance and hot pursuit),
Stronger judicial cooperation through a faster extradition system and the transfer of enforcement of criminal judgments,

The Schengen Information System (SIS) and
Documents needed for travelling in Europe.
The police checks do not have border control as an objective.
Simple general police information and experience.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Immigration Ultimate has a vast network of consultants located in Europe across the Schengen and non-Schengen
regions. The network has taken years to build, solidify contacts and proven track record for many, many years. The
work was not only based on using contacts creation and supplying workforce but also through personal bonding
and investment on these companies spread across Europe. The Schengen region has full potential for many
opportunities to grow. Immigration Ultimate has sorted out their priorities, among other things, to get you a better
life in Europe.

Why You Should Choose Non- Schengen Nations To Immigrate and Work ?

EUROPE WITHOUT BORDERS
ROLE OF IMMIGRATION ULTIMATE AND 

SCHENGEN ZONE

Why You Should Choose Schengen Nations To Immigrate and Work ?

Why You Should Choose Non- Schengen Nations To Immigrate and Work ?

Why You Should Choose Non- Schengen Nations To Immigrate and Work ?



The Land of Innovation is where we can get
the truest and most lovable part of every
living being. The best part is Germany helps
to bring updated jobs in each quarter.

The land of Vikings, is one of the best
nations where social welfare care is always
the most important part. You can definitely
get more jobs available at an only danish
part.

POLAND
Poland is a great nation where jobs are
available at within the reach. You can easily get
a job without any problem. there is a good
amount of opportunities await at Poland

LIST OF NATIONS
AND OPPORTUNITY

GERMANY

DENMARK
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Schengen is the best area where you can get the jobs as much as you like. The Best part of the schengen nation visa is you can live and
work in every part of Europe. Where You can live nad work in the Schengen area.



NON-SCHENGEN

EUROPEAN UNION

BIZZ INSIDER

FOR SUCCESSFUL BUSINESSES

Non-Schengen region visas are very much important for the people who are planning to live nad
work inside European Union for a very long time. 

EASY TO WORK WITH EU GREAT NETWORKING EASY SALARY PACKAGE

Non Schengen People Led To 
Work With EU members very
easily. As All EU members

are very much in 
helpful to people

Non Schengen led to a great
networking with the people

groups and bring all
the communities 

together

Non Schengen Led to a great Salary
package it actually ranges between
750 euro to 18000 euro depends

on your qualifications

EUROPEAN UNION

"1 continent, 44 countries, 44 ideas, 44 different approach, 44 old nations or empire that has
transformed the human lives for generations. There is USA, Canada but all these nations have been

colonised and transformed through European Union

FOR SUCCESSFUL VISAS | WORKPERMIT | PERMANENT REISDENCY

www.immigrationultimate.co.in, +91-9051956387
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Salary Package:7,000Ron- 15,000Ron
ROMANIA

Jobs Availability

NON-SCHENGEN NATIONS

Capital City: Bucharest

1 Ron= 17.08 INR as on 03 Dec 2023

parking lot attendant.
cleaner or janitor.
fast food worker.
line operator.
messenger.
sewing machine operator.
construction laborer.
information desk clerk.

Salary Package:3,000 Kuna- 18,000kuna
CROATIA

Jobs Availability

Capital City: Dubrovnik

1 Croatian Kuna = 11.24 Indian Rupees as o n 3rd December 2023

Retail salesperson
Security guard
Telephone solicitor
Waiter/waitress
Bartender
Flight attendant
Taxi driver
Laundry operator

Special Attractions

1) Free accommodation
2) Free food during
lunch hours at work.
3) Permanent Residency
4) Vacation for 1 month
5) Can able to work
anywhere in Romania

Special Attractions

1) Free accommodation
2) Free Travel Allowance
3) Can work in Serbia,
montenegero and kosovo
4) Easy PR visa in 4 years
5) Tax benefits too much
for an employee

Salary Package:2,000 ukr- 12,000 ukr
UKRAINE

Jobs Availability

Capital City: Kiev

1 Ukraine Hryvnia= Rs.2.7 as on 3rd Dec 2023

parking lot attendant.
cleaner or janitor.
fast food worker.
line operator.
messenger.
sewing machine operator.
construction laborer.
information desk clerk.

Special Attractions

1) Free accommodation

2) Connect with Polish
Border schengen country

3) Russia is near by

4) Easy Visa Processing.

Non-Schengen Nations offer you the best of European Union, If you are Unskilled/Semi-skilled employee, Non-
Schengen always there for you to help and provide you jobs and money. Our Consultants will later guide you how

you can slowly get Permanent Residency in Non-Schengen Region

CURRENTLY UNDER WAR FOOTING
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Salary Package: 2,500GBP-12,000GBP
UNITED KINGDOM

Jobs Availability

Capital City: London

1 GBP= 100 Rupees as pm 3rd Dec 2023

Special Attractions

Retail salesperson
Security guard
Telephone solicitor
Waiter/waitress
Bartender
Flight attendant
Taxi driver
Laundry operator

1) Free accommodation
2) Chance to Get PR easy
3)  Old tested system.
4) Work With leading 
companies in UK
5) Study possible 
after working hours

Salary Package: 2,500GBP-12,000GBP
BULGARIA

Jobs Availability

Capital City: Sofia

1 BILGARIAN LEV = 43RUPEES AS on 3rd dec 2023

Retail salesperson
Security guard
Telephone solicitor
Waiter/waitress
Bartender
Flight attendant
Taxi driver
Laundry operator

Special Attractions
1) Free accommodation
2) Free Travel Allowance
3) Can work in Serbia,
montenegero and kosovo
4) Easy PR visa in 4 years
5) Tax benefits too much
for an employee

Salary Package: 600euro- 12000euro
MONTENEGERO

Jobs Availability

Capital City: Podgorica

1 EURO 89 Ripees as on 31dec 0201

Retail salesperson
Security guard
Telephone solicitor
Waiter/waitress
Bartender
Flight attendant
Taxi driver
Laundry operator

Special Attractions

1) Free accommodation

2) Connect with Polish
Border schengen country

3) Russia is near by

4) Easy Visa Processing.

Non-Schengen Nations offer you the best of European Union, If you are Unskilled/Semi-skilled employee, Non-
Schengen always there for you to help and provide you jobs and money. Our Consultants will later guide you how

you can slowly get Permanent Residency in Non-Schengen Region
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SKILLED WORKERS
 

HIGH VALUE MIGRANTS
 

SEMISKILLED WORKERS
 

UNITED KINGDOM
Government of United Kingdom wants people applying for Working Visa to enter and work legally in UK. Therefore it is very essential to
know out of various working visa categories, which to choose that fits best with your eligibility and requirement. Work permit categories
are as follows:-

Exceptional Talent Levels:- IITpassout-Rank1 Holder,
Google CEO,or NASA scientist, Highly skilled
migrant(Deloitte,Infosys), Innovators(appdeveloper),
International Graduate(Warwick passouts,) Writer-
J.R.Tolkien level,Composers-Bethoven level.

Java Developer, Web Developer, Python
Developer, Artificial Intelligence Developer,
Neurologist, Cardiologist, Divorce lawyer,
Criminal Lawyer, Sportsperson, Minister of
religion such as Islam, Sikh, Hindu etc.

SEMISKILLED WORKERS
 

Plumber, Carpenter, Electrician, Mason, sous-
chef, welder, tailors.

Film crew, clinical attachments, Farm hands, Fruit
pickers, Animal Herders, Hotel cleaning staff,
Radiographer.

Why UK is the best place to Work?
 

The UK offers ideal working environment, facilities for overseas workers, i.e. diverse
The automotive industry is a major part of the UK manufacturing sector and employs over 800,000 individuals with a
huge turnover as well.
The UK aerospace industry is the third-largest nationalized aerospace industry in the world
The service sector of United Kingdom makes up around 73% of GDP.

Fifth-largest economy in the world, service sector of United Kingdom makes up around 73% of GDP, Industrial Revolution
started in the UK, Offers excellent pension Schemes, awards and benefits to the overseas workers.



UK Permanent Residency
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The United Kingdom remains a desirable destination for many people from outside the EU in
search of a better life for their families. Obtaining permanent residence UK status is usually a
lengthy process, taking an average of 5 years, depending on which route you are applying
under.

WORK PERMIT
 
 Tier1 and Tier2 work permit continuous stay

and pay tax to the British Government.

INVESTMENT
 
 Investment of 18crore and above,

sportsperson, business owner can avail this
facility.

ANCESTRY

 
British Ancestry, grandsons, granddaughter,
old British colonial past can also avail this
facility.

LAWFUL/ UNLAWFUL STAY.
 
 Lawful:10 years, Unlawful:14 years of stay

legally in UK, Unlawful can counts refugee
as well.

Benefits of PR in UK

Residency holders do have access to public funds.
If you have a right to live, your family may join you here.
Freedom to live and work in the UK without any restriction.
Discount on Education Institutions.

The United Kingdom is one of the most advanced and powerful nations of the world. It ranks top in the various criteria or
parameters of human development, higher per capita income, strong economy, industries, military power, etc. UK has
influenced the world in many spheres of political, industrial, and social aspects as a Nation. With all the facilities advanced
technology, great political and social structure, etc. United Kingdom attracts and invites millions of immigrants to the Great
Britain.
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Work In Canada

C A N A D A

Each year over 180,000 foreign workers get work permits to come to Canada as temporary
workers. Temporary workers help Canadian companies fill jobs where there are skill
shortages and some work as live-in caregivers. If you want to work in Canada, you must:
meet the requirements for entering Canada and staying in the country, and meet the
requirements for obtaining a work permit. A work permit allows you to stay in Canada for a
predetermined, temporary amount of time. If you want to stay in Canada after your work
permit has expired, you may be able to: apply to renew your work permit or apply for
permanent resident status via LMIA.

As of August 28, 2017, those applying for Work Permits are now required to participate in the Job
Match program because employers are now required to hire you through it. This is an additional step
in the program but should make it easier and faster for employers to get LMIAs. The permit has four
different categories listed as:

Job Match For Work Permits

Labor Market Impact Assessment(LMIA)

 The current LMIA processing times are given in the table below
from Service Canada’s website. They are as of May 2020. As
always, these processing times are subject to change without
notice and are not guaranteed. Global Talent Streams- 14
business days, Agricultural Stream 14 business days, Seasonal
Agricultural Worker Program 5 business days, Permanent
residence stream 29 business days,In-home caregivers 10
business days.

Processing Time - Work Permit

 Processing times can range between 1 - 9 months on
average. Most visa offices process the applications
in under 3 months’ time. However, due to COVID-19
immigration authorities in Canada can no longer
estimate processing times for work permits 
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CANADA EXPRESS ENTRY
Since January 1st, 2015 Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC, formerly Citizenship and Immigration Canada or CIC)
has initiated a new immigration program called Express Entry. Think of it as being like getting a job. Your online application to
migrate to Canada gets placed in a pool with other candidates and evaluated according to a list of criteria. The top ranking
candidates in each pool will then be invited to immigrate to Canada. This is a significant change in Canada’s immigration system
and may very well affect how you apply for and whether you receive acceptance by CIC to move to Canada and embark on a new
life.

Your Passport, NOC code job title, IELTS, ECA

result, a copy of a written job offer from a

Canadian employer, A copy of your provincial

nomination.

Use your MyCIC account number, your

personal reference code. Begin to enter your

personal information like work experience

and education. 

STEP 1:

STEP 2:

STEP 3:
Skills possessed, Language ability, Work

experience, Education and other factors. If you

have a written job offer or nomination under the 

STEP 4:
Once you have filled out all the required fields, a

personalized document checklist will be generated.

You will need to make digital copies of the documents. 

Temporary Residence Permit Federal Skilled Worker Provincial Skilled Worker

Whether you upheld the conditions and met the

obligations of any previous stay in Canada

Whether you are still inadmissible.

Whether another TRP is justified.

Whether you should be detained or deported from

Canada.

UIf you meet the criteria for being inadmissible, you

may have difficulty at customs if you ever try to enter

Canada. The most frequent reasons people are deemed

inadmissible by the government are.Here are the list of

the reasons for inadmissibility lead to issue a

Temporary Resident Permit.

1. Criminal record

a criminal record (including Driving Under the Influence

/ Driving While Intoxicated (DUI / DWI)).

2.Coronavirus or Pandemic

A criminal record (including Driving Under the Influence

/ Driving While Intoxicated (DUI / DWI)).

3. Joined ISIS or such.

Having been involved in terrorism or with a group that

sponsors terrorism.

4. Misrepresentation or Illegal

if you have previously violated the Immigration and

Refugee Protection Act; (IRPA),misrepresentation in

order to gain or keep status in Canada.

misrepresentation in order to gain or keep status in

Canada;

Age,authorized employment experience in Canada,

Authorized post-secondary studies in Canada,

Spouse or common-law partner’s education.

Create a profile at IRCC's website.

If your score is high enough, receive your Invitation to Apply

through one of the bimonthly draws.

Apply for the Federal Skilled Worker program.

Receive a decision on your FSW application.

A federal skilled worker is a person with a post-secondary level

of education (or in some cases only secondary education), work

experience, and knowledge of at least one of Canada’s official

languages (English or French). A skilled worker is assessed

against a points system. Points are awarded for the minimum

required factors (see below), such as

FSW applicants are selected through Canada's Express Entry

system. This is how you apply:

We provide a detailed breakdown of the Comprehensive Rating

System (CRS) here. Please note that the standards for each of

three economic immigration programs are different, so it is

possible that candidates in the pool with lower scores will

receive invitations if they qualify for the Federal Skilled Trades

program instead.

Alberta.

British Columbia.

Manitoba

New Brunswick.

The federal government has a program but the provinces have their

own skilled worker programs through the 'provincial nominee

programs' (PNPs). This skilled worker category enables a province to

sponsor you for permanent residence in order to attract people like

you to the province to fill occupations that are in high demand.

Various Provinces are:

All of the PNP skilled worker programs have a list of in-

demand occupations. Please check the Provincial websites

to see the occupation list. If you are from a country where

English or French is not the native language, you may

have to undergo a language proficiency test.Settlement

funds are approximately $12,300, plus $3,314 per

dependant. After you receive a PNP certificate, your

application is sent to the CIC or visa office in your region

for final processing. Receiving a PNP certificate does not

guarantee you permanent residence. A PNP application

costs $250.



SOFT DRINK

USA- The Land of Opportunity
The United States of America (U.S.A. or USA), commonly known as the United States (U.S. or
US) or America, is a country primarily located in North America. It consists of 50 states, a
federal district, five major unincorporated territories, 326 Indian reservations, and some
minor possessions. At 3.8 million square miles (9.8 million square kilometers), it is the
world's third- or fourth-largest country by total area. The United States shares significant
land borders with Canada to the north and Mexico to the south as well as limited maritime
borders with the Bahamas, Cuba, and Russia. With a population of more than 331 million
people, it is the third most populous country in the world. The national capital is
Washington, D.C., and the most populous city is New York City. The United States has the
world's largest Christian population. In a 2014 survey, 70.6% of adults in the United States
identified themselves as Christians;Protestants accounted for 46.5%, while Catholics, at
20.8%, formed the largest single Christian denomination. In 2014, 5.9% of the U.S. adult
population claimed a non-Christian religion.These include Judaism (1.9%), Islam (0.9%),
Hinduism (0.7%), and Buddhism (0.7%).The survey also reported that 22.8% of Americans
described themselves as agnostic, atheist or simply having no religion—up from 8.2% in
1990. Membership in a house of worship fell from 70% in 1999 to 47% in 2020, much of the
decline related to the number of Americans expressing no religious preference. However,
membership also fell among those who identified with a specific religious group.
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Types of Visas

F-1- Student Visa

F-2- Student Spouse Visa

H-1B- Work Visa

H-2B- Agriculture Visa

O - Outsanding achievement visa

O1/O2- Spouse Visa

B-1- Domestic Helper Visa

B-2 Spouse Domestic Helper Visa

M-1- Vocational Study Visa

P- Artist Type Visa

P-1/P-2 -  Spouse Artist Type Visa

R- Type Visa- For Religious Type

R-1/R-2 Type Spouse Visa

Q - Type Visa for Conducting business

Q1/Q2 - Spouse Visa
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DOCUMENTATION NEEDED TO GO USA

Certification from a health system of
repute, certifying that the applicant does
not suffer from contagious diseases
Police certificate.
Evidence that the applicant is fit and
proper.
Undertakings.
To lease or purchase immovable property
in the country.
To make other investments.
To remit the contribution required.
Bank Statement.
Photograph and Signature Certification.
Statement of Source of Funds and Wealth.
Travel Document.
Marriage or Divorce certificate.
Medical Report and Questionnaire.
Birth Certificate.
Health insurance cover.

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

AMERICA IS A COUNTRY WHERE EVERY ONE HAS A PLACE. IT IS THE BEST
NATION IN THE WORLD, EVEN AFTER SO MUCH OF PANDEMIC. APPLY

TODAY!!
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CURRENTLY WE ARE HELPING VISAS IN
 

DUBAI
QATAR
RIYADH
JEDDAH

BAHRAIN
AL- DIRAH

our consultants are working closely with
the gulf  and related countries

GULF JOB VISA
 Gulf Job Visa is Easy | Fast Paced | Well Attractive
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Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Salary: 1800 AED per month For Unskilled Professional
Salary: 25,000 AED per month For skilled Professional

Jobs Availability Sectors

parking lot attendant.
cleaner or janitor.
fast food worker.
line operator.
messenger.
sewing machine operator (semi-automatic)

Doha, Qatar
Salary: 750 QAR per monthFor Unskilled Professional

Salary: 18,000 QAR per monthFor skilled Professional

waiter/waitress
bartender

flight attendant
taxi driver

laundry operator
nurse's assistant
furniture mover

 

Jobs Availability Sectors

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Salary: 1,500 SAR per month For Unskilled Professional
Salary: 25,000 SAR per month For skilled Professional

Jobs Availability Sectors

retail salesperson
security guard
telephone solicitor
waiter/waitress
bartender
flight attendant

Manama,Bahrain
Salary:242 BHD per monthFor Unskilled Professional
Salary: 32,000 BHD per monthFor skilled Professional

waiter/waitress
bartender

flight attendant
taxi driver

laundry operator
nurse's assistant
furniture mover

 

Jobs Availability Sectors

#000000
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This visa allows you to get your 2nd passport in a very
modest amount of time. This one particular visa that

is outlandish to any individual regardless of their
gender, caste or creed. However, this one visa

changes every game on Immigration, Education, and
Life Settlement. The story goes, when the Pacific and

Caribbean region started the program "cash for a
passport" that allowed visa-free travel and provided
tax advantages, all the major European powers took
this advantage to a whole new dimension. No sooner

USA announced EB-5 Golden Investor visa in 1990
than its European Counterparts. More shortly, by 2014

the nations Malta, Cyprus, Portugal, Austria, the
United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Antigua

and Barbuda, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Spain, Latvia,
Monaco, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Greneda, Abkhazia, Saint

Lucia, Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, UAE and
Dominica jumped into this opportunity. So, much so
now these nations are more rich and powerful than

ever before.

INVESTMENT VISA
OR INVESTOR VISA
ARE SAME

About the
Investment Visa

YOUR
LOGO

2nd Passport

Rated Number
 ONE Agency

in 2023

Do not save what is life after
spending, spend what is lieft

after saving.

Investment Mantra

The prominent opportunities were Russian Oligarchs(
Mafia) and Chinese Oligarchs( Chinese wealthiest

people) then Ukraine Oligarchs and South-West Asians
such as Indians and Pakistanis wealthy individual have

poured in the money to the USA first. In 1980
Microsoft CEO Bill Gates opened their factories in
Shenzhen, Shanghai and Taipei, results in a lot of

Chinese communists took this opportunity to invest in
America. Later, that time, China was not so rich and
famous a very few handfuls or a modest amount of

people came forward to receive Bill gates proposal on
investment visas. But, within 5 years, China has seen

an increase in electronics and consumer goods
overdemand from U.S. and European Counterparts.
Later, that time All the Chinese individual invested in

EB-5 Investment visa, Canada Investor Program,
European Golden Visa program.
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Investment

- CITIZENSHIP BY INVESTMENT
- RESIDENCY BY INVESTMENT

- IMMIGRATION BY INVESTMENT

INVESTMENT OPTIONS

www.immigrationultimate.co.in, +91-9051956387
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HOW TO RECIEVE A 2ND PASSPORT?
Now, as we look into investment visa sections, we have to understand that there are three particular

categories for the work permit. These 3 factors are the basic pillar of Investment visas. All the
investment visa wherever anyone does they have to opt one of these three below choices:

Residency By Investment

Citizenship by Investment

Immigration by Investment

Direct Citizenship by Investment programs are part of an immigration
category under which an investor contributes a specific sum of money

to the nation’s economy in exchange for permanent residence and
ultimately citizenship/passport in that country. Citizenship is the

status of a person recognized under the custom or law of a country
that grants that person the rights and the duties of citizenship. 

Permanent Residency Programs are part of an immigration category under
which investor contributes a specific amount of money to specific business,

real-estate or the nation’s development in order to get a Permanent
Residency (PR). PR is the legal immigration status that a country bestows on

a foreign national that typically guarantees the unrestricted rights to live,
study, work, conduct business, and travel in and out of that country for a

certain period of time. PR is not the same status as citizenship, with the main
differences between the two being that citizens can hold the country’s
passport and can vote in the country’s elections – permanent residents

cannot.

Global Citizens are entitled to high level of choice in terms of
mobility, standard of life, education, locations for investment and
business operations, and many more. With Encubate by your side,
we can create a safe path to this freedom of choice. Each Global

Citizen program offers unique benefits. We filtered these benefits
and split them into five focal groups: Cost, speed, mobility, quality of

life, and simplicity. These are the benchmarks that we use to
evaluate each program, based on our clients’ particular needs and

goals.



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

CANADA

THE UNITED KINGDOM

EUROPEAN UNION- SPAIN, GERMANY,
MONTENEGERERO, LATVIA, PORTUGAL AND GREECE

ISLANDS- ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA, DOMINICA
REPUBLIC AND PANAMA.

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

WEST ASIAwww.immigrationultimate.co.in, +91-9051956387

BASED

Here are the list of continent
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Benefits of Living
in North America
Moving to North America is a wise
decision as nearly 50% of the
world lives a mere mile apart from
the rest part of the world. It is the
land of opportunity, fairy tales,
jobs, life, healthcare, education
and values.

Awesome Healthcare, Hospitals are great.
Strong economy with established
industries
Huge demand for skilled talent to power
its advanced economy
Lifestyle is amazing in North America.
High salary with great job offers.
Powerful passport to facilitate global
travel

USD 1 million into a non-targeted employment area
project
USD 500,000 into a targeted employment area project
in a rural area or an area with high unemployment

1. Fulfil one of the following investment options:

2. Create or preserve 10 permanent full-time jobs for
qualified USA workers
After the successful applicants have received a green card,
the funds must stay invested until permanent resident
status is granted (roughly five years).
Approved applicants will receive conditional green cards
for a period of two years. The conditions on the green card
are then removed at the end of the two years upon
demonstrating to USA immigration authorities that the jobs
were in fact created or maintained.

Investment Options

www.immigrationultimate.co.in, +91-9051956387
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C A N A D A

Canada is the most popular immigrant destination for HNW families. The Quebec Immigrant Investor
Program is most popular path to become a permanent resident in Canada. Once selected, any new
Canadian resident under any of the Quebec Programs may choose to reside in any Province of their
choice. The QIIP also provides path to Canadian citizenship after three years of living in Canada.
Canada in 2018 announced new changes to quebec immigrant investor scheme and new changes
were published in the official gazette Quebec program has officially opened on Sep 10, 2018 for
application intake and will run until March 15, 2018, roughly for about six months.

You must demonstrate relevant business experience, as defined under the regulations. In essence, you
must have previously managed or operated a qualified business for at least two out of five years
preceding your application.
You and your spouse must have legally obtained a personal net worth of a minimum of CAD 2 million.
Your entire family must complete and pass Canada's medical and security evaluations.
You must invest CAD 1.2 million for a period of five years at no interest (0%) under one of the two
available immigrant investor programs. The investment is government-guaranteed and will be repaid
in full at the end of the investment period.
You will also be assessed on age, language, education, experience, and time spent in Quebec on a
points-based system.

INVESTMENT OPTIONS

Investment minimum: Intend to settle in Québec and sign an agreement to invest CAD 1,200,000 with a
financial intermediary (broker or trust company) authorized to participate in the Investor Program.
Net Assets: Have, alone or with your accompanying spouse or de facto spouse, legally acquired net assets of at
least C$2,000,000, excluding any amounts received by donation less than six months before your application is
submitted.
Business experience: Have management experience in a legal farming, commercial or industrial business; in a
legal professional business whose staff, excluding you, occupies at least the equivalent of two full-time jobs; in
an international agency; or with a government or one of its departments or agencies. The management
experience as the exercise, for at least two years in the five years preceding the application for a selection
certificate, of duties related to the planning, management and control of financial, human or material resources
under your authority. This does not include experience acquired in an apprenticeship, training or specialization
leading to a diploma.

To be eligible for the Investor Program, applicants are required to meet the following conditions:
1.

2.

3.

NEW INVESTMENT REQUIREMENTS
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Wealthy individuals typically opt for it as an easy
route to settle in advanced western countries as it
requires making the necessary investment as
determined by the country one applies to. The
investment also significantly shortens the waiting
period in comparison to applying for permanent
residency (PR). It also differs from PR in terms of not
requiring a candidate to demonstrate their skills and
secure a job in the country they apply to. Many
high-net worth individuals in India use a golden visa
to settle in the UK, United States, and Canada.

UNITED KINGDOM

Apply to settle after 2 years if they invest £10 million.
Apply to settle after 3 years by investing £5 million.
Apply to settle after 5 years if they invest £2 million.
The investor will be eligible for “British citizenship” after 5yrs of
stay in the UK. UK freely allows dual nationality with other
countries. The British passport is the top 3 best travel documents
in the world with visa free access to over 150 countries in the
world.

If the visa recipient wishes to settle in the UK, they have three options:
1.
2.
3.
4.

 

Eligibility Criteria

Have an intention to work full-time for their current employer in the UK and must have
been recruited and employed outside the UK.
Maintain a physical residence in the UK to avoid losing their permanent resident status.
Pass the ‘Life in the UK’ test and an English language exam.
The company:Must have its headquarters and principal place of business outside the UK.
Must have no other branch, subsidiary, or representative in the UK.
Must not have transacted business in the UK.
Cannot have any employees in the UK, although it can have previously used agents, such
as distributors, in the UK.
Must be the same type of business as the parent company, which must still be actively
trading and remain centered overseas.

Applicants must:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

INVESTMENT OPTIONS

BENEFITS OF LIVING IN UK
International business environment — London is the
financial capital of the world
Attractive tax regime for high-net-worth individuals
who are resident but not domiciled
Direct international flight connections to almost all
major cities in the world
World-renowned schools and universities



BENEFITS
OF LIVING

IN
EUROPE

 

There is just not one But, Multiple
Benefits while living in Europe. It

always seems like it has a separate
identity because it’s an island, but I

digress. Living in Europe has its
advantages as a lot of Europeans will

agree, and these are some of the
reasons why you should spend some

time living in Europe 
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Education, Healthcare and Travel is Free
here

44 Nations, 44 Opportunities, 44 Business
transaction and 44 lifestyles.

Paid Vacation to most of the places you
want to visit.

Qualify to gain Citizenship in normal
period of time.

It is the top country to live in quality of
life.
 



POPULAR INVESTMENT
VISA PROGRAM IN EUROPE

LATVIA GREECE

Real Estate: 250,000 Euro
Business Capital
investment: 50,000 Euro
Purchase Govt bonds:
250,000 Euro
280,000 Euro Bank
deposit
Instant get 5 years TRC
with family

Real estate investment:
250,000 Euro
Govt. bonds: 800,000
euro investment
Bank Deposit: 400,000
Euro
Get 5 years residency
permit with family.
Citizenship after 7 years

PORTUGAL

GERMANY

MONTENEGRO

Non-EU investors are required to purchase a government
approved property to the value of €250,00 off-plan. In addition,
an investment of €100,000 into a regional entrepreneurial
development fund is required. 
the entrepreneurial investment must be maintained for a
period of 5 years.

EUR 250,000 investment in undeveloped
areas of Montenegro (North)
EUR 450,000 investment in developed
areas of Montenegro (South)

Real Estate: 1M euro
Scientific Investment: 350,000 Euro
Artistic/Cultural Investment: 250,000 Euro
Investing €350,000 in Portugal-regulated
funds 

 

Spain
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Real estate:: 500,000 euros
500,000 euros 1 million euros in a Spanish
bank account for at least 5 years;
Capital investment 1 million euros in local
companies
 



BENEFITS
OF LIVING

IN
ISLANDS

 

The effect can’t be seen, as once you
subscribe to these islands investment
visa policies, but the end sight or long
sight will be much more effective.
Dominica or Vanuatu does insist on
staying for at least two months on the
island before issuance of the native
passport after investment. This is
mainly for the background check for a
small duration of time.
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It is one of the most easiest means to live
permanently in 1st world nations.
Minimal Investment and maximum benefit
for the future.
Entitlement to invest in realestate in the
island and also in 1st world nation.
Qualify to get loans on 1st world nations.
It is the permanent home to 2nd passport
where you can enjoy your life as well.



ANTIGUA & BARBUDA

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT VISA

CONTACT US

 Invest USD 100,000 In National
Development Funds
Invest USD 200,000  in Real Estate
Invest USD 150,000 in the University
west Indies fund 
USD 1.5 million business investment
in approved business project 

USD 300,000 invested in properties. 
USD 300,000 fixed deposit in a banking
institute. 
USD 300,000 combination of fixed deposit &
real estate. 
USD 160,000 share capital invested for 2
years. 
Invest at least USD 80,000 in afforestation or
agriculture plantation for a period of 5 years. 

USD 100,000 one time
donation to Government fund.
USD 200,000 real estate
investment.
dual citizenship is allowed on
dominica 

1.

2.

3.

YOUR
LOGO

PANAMA DOMINICA REPUBLIC

GET YOUR SECOND PASSPORT

IN ISLANDS BY INVESTMENT
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Certification from a health system of repute, certifying that the applicant does not suffer from
contagious diseases
Police certificate.
Evidence that the applicant is fit and proper.
Undertakings.
To lease or purchase immovable property in the country.
To make other investments.
To remit the contribution required.
Bank Statement.
Photograph and Signature Certification.
Statement of Source of Funds and Wealth.
Travel Document.
Marriage or Divorce certificate.
Medical Report and Questionnaire.
Birth Certificate.
Health insurance cover.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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A U S T R A L I A
Visa applicants must meet certain criteria prescribed to the
appropriate visa subclass. The criteria prescribed to a visa
application will include either ‘at time of lodgment’ requirements,
‘at time of decision’ requirements, or a combination of both. Visa
applications may be refused if an applicant does not demonstrate
that they meet the criteria at the correct time. All visa subclasses
include the requirement to satisfy certain health, character, and
public interest criteria.
Permanent residents are required to spend at least two years of a
five-year period in Australia, or demonstrate significant ties to
Australia, in order to maintain their residence status.
The Australian visa application process is very structured and
based on laws, regulations, policy, and legislative instruments.
Application processing time frames differ significantly by visa type.
The Department of Immigration has a priority processing tier under
which visa applications that yield the greatest benefit to the
country (skilled visas) will be assessed quicker than those with less
benefit (family visas)

Investor stream
Australia offers temporary
investor visa which requires
investment of AUD1.5 million
(US$ 1m) in an Australian
state or territory and maintain
business and investment
activity in Australia.

Significant Investor

Australia significant investor
visa is for people who invest
AUD 5 million (US$ 3.5m) in
Australian investments,
maintain business and
investment activity in Australia.

Premium Investor
 Australia offers premium visas

for ultra-high-net worth
investors (UHNW) who are
able to invest AUD 15 million
(US$10m) in Australia. This
who investment nominated
by Austrade agency.

BENEFITS OF LIVING AUSTRALIA

High standard of living
Multicultural
Political, social, and economic stability
Objective, merits-based immigration system with predictable outcomes
Compulsory 10% superannuation or pension payable by employers
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N  E  W  Z  E  A  L  A  N  D  
New Zealand consistently ranks in the top 10
in terms of protecting investors, starting a
business, and ease of doing business. New
Zealand also ranked 2nd on Transparency
International’s 2018 Corruptions Perception
Index for government transparency and lack
of corruption. Aside from being one of the
least densely populated countries in the
world, New Zealand also has no gift, estate, or
wealth tax, no capital gains tax, an extensive
tax treaty network, and a sound legal system
based on English law.

INVESTMENT OPTIONS

An applicant must invest NZD 10 million in New
Zealand over a three-year period in order to apply
for New Zealand residence under this program.
There is no maximum age limit, no language
requirement, and no business experience
requirement.

This visa is applicable to experienced
businesspeople aged 65 years or younger, who
have a minimum of NZD 3 million in available
funds or assets. A points-based system is used to
assess eligibility.
Applicants must invest at least NZD 3 million in an
acceptable investment in New Zealand, to be held
for four years.
Applicants are required to have an English-
speaking background or an International English
Language Testing System test report with an
overall band score of three or more, or they should
be competent users of English.

Investor 1 resident visa

Investor 2 resident visa

B E N E F I T S

High standards of living,

multicultural population, and low

population density

Political, social, and economic

stability

Solid legal system based on

English law

Strong tax treaty network with a

large number of counter parties
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Visitor Visas

A visa is a conditional authorization granted by a territory to a foreigner, allowing them to enter, remain within, or to
leave that territory. Tourist Visas typically may include limits on the duration of the foreigner’s stay, areas within the
country they may enter, the dates they may enter, the number of permitted visits or an individual’s right to work in
the country in question. Tourist Visas are associated with the request for permission to enter a territory and thus are,
in most countries, distinct from actual formal permission for an alien to enter and remain in the country. How Apply
tourist visa In each instance, a visa is subject to entry permission by an immigration official at the time of actual entry,
and can be revoked at any time. A tourist visa document most commonly takes the form of a sticker endorsed in the
applicant’s passport or other travel Required documents. Apply tourist visa.. Apply tourist visa.

Categories:

Business Visitor Visa
 

Family Visitor Visa
 

General Visitor Visa
 

 Marriage Visitor Visa
 

Medical Visitor Visa
 



APPLICATION PROCESS FOR
VISITOR| TOURIST|  SHORTTERM
VISAS

SHORT-STAY OR VISITOR
VISAS

SHORT-STAY OR
VISITOR VISAS
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Private visa, for private visits by invitation from
residents of the visited country.
Tourist visa, for a limited period of leisure
travel, no business activities allowed.
Visa for medical reasons, for undertaking
diagnostics or a course of treatment in the
visited country’s hospitals or other medical
facilities.
Business visa, for engaging in commerce in
the country. These visas generally preclude
permanent employment, for which a work visa
would be required.
Working holiday visa, for individuals travelling
between nations offering a working holiday
program, allowing young people to undertake
temporary work while travelling.
Athletic or artistic visa, issued to athletes and
performing artists (and their supporting staff)
performing at competitions, concerts, shows,
and other events.
Cultural exchange visa, usually issued to
athletes and performing artists participating in
a cultural exchange program.

For short visits to the visited country. Many
countries differentiate between different reasons
for these visits, such as: You can apply for 6month, 1 year, 2 years, 5 years

and 10 years provided there are certain rules and
requirements when it comes to issuing a visa.
Subsequently, it is important to be aware of all the
requirements before submitting an application.
Application process are follow as:

Visa application form. Fully completed with the
correct information, printed and signed at the end.

Two recent photos. Taken within the last three months,
in compliance with the Schengen visa photo criteria.

Valid passport. No older than ten years and with a minimum
validity of three months beyond your planned stay in Schengen.
It must have at least two blank pages in order to be able to affix
the visa sticker.

Roundtrip reservation or itinerary. A document that includes
dates and flight numbers specifying entry and exit from the
Schengen area. Find out how to get flight reservation for tourist
visa application.



BUSINESS VISITOR VISA

Types of Short Visas

FAMILY VISITOR VISA

GENERAL VISITOR VISA

Business travelers may enter the United States using a B-1
'Visitor for Business' Visa. Typically these visas are issued
as joint B-1 business visit visa and B-2 'Visitor for Pleasure'
(i.e. Tourist) visa. This practice means that, if you have an
old B-1/B-2 visa originally issued for a tourist trip, it may
be valid for a planned business trip.

Business Visitors
Conduct Negotiations 
Solicit sales or investment 
Discuss planned investment or purchases. 
Make investments or purchases 
Attend Meetings, and participate in them fully. 
Interview and hire staff. 
Conduct research.

Permamently Settled
Asylum/Humanitarian/Refugee camp protection status
Student visa
Work Visa

Spouse, civil partner, father, mother, son, daughter, brother or
sister
Grandfather, grandmother, grandson or granddaughter
Spouse or civil partner's father, mother, brother or sister
Son or daughter's spouse or civil partner
Stepfather, stepmother, stepson, stepdaughter, stepbrother or
stepsister; or
Unmarried partner where the couple have been in a relationship
akin to marriage or civil partnership for at least the two years
before the day the application is made and the relationship is
genuine and subsisting

The family members you are visiting must be
1.
2.
3.
4.

They must also be related to you in one of the following ways
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Bookings or tickets for any excursions, trips and
outings
Email conversations about any excursions, trips
and outings travel agent bookings
Must have sufficent funds to maintain your travel
plan.

You can apply for a General Visitor visa if you want
to visit the any country for leisure, eg as a tourist on
holiday
YOU MUST HAVE
A planned itineary, if you have one, This could
include:

1.

2.

3.
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MARRIAGE VISITOR VISA

Types of Short Visas

MEDICAL VISITOR VISA

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR VISITOR VISA

Certificate of Not Married
Details of the marriage or civil partnership and evidence of
money paid towards costs related to it
Evidence to show that you are free to marry or enter into a
civil partnership

Decree neccessary
Decree absolute
Death certificate of a previous partner

Evidence to show that arrangements have been made for the
marriage or civil partnership to take place during your visit or if
not, that you have given the appropriate notification
THIS COULD INCLUDE
Evidence that you have given notification of marriage to the
registry office in the UK/Canada/USA/NZ etc where your
partner lives

1.
2.

3.

THIS COULD INCLUDE A
1.
2.
3.

Evidence to show how the treatment is being paid for
This could include a variety of any of the financial
documents outlined above in the finances section

in the case of a person suffering from a communicable
disease, has satisfied the Medical Inspector that there is
no danger to public health; and
can produce satisfactory evidence, if required to do so,
of:
satisfactory arrangements for the necessary consultation
or treatment at his own expense; and
the estimated costs of such consultation or treatment;
and
the likely duration of his visit; and
sufficient funds available to meet the estimated costs

1.
2.

REQUIREMENTS FOR LEAVE TO ENTER AS A VISITOR
FOR PRIVATE MEDICAL TREATMENT

Original passport with a six-month validity beyond expected arrival date in the country you are planning to travel.
All old passports
One photograph per specification. Both digital and hard copy of the photograph is required
Your original and authentic passport, with at least two vacant Visa pages.
2 recent and recognizable passport size photographs with white background and no border. The photos must have a significant face
coverage, and matte or semi-matte finish.
Your name and date of birth must be mentioned at the back of the photo, and the photo should not have been used in the previous
Visas.
It should be clicked within past 3 months.
A Proof of Employment from your current employer.
It can be a salary slip or an appointment letter or No Objection Certificate (NOC).
These documents should clearly include the applicant’s details related to the current job.
You should have a bank statement which displays all the transactions occurring over a period of last six months, which must include
all kinds of transactions like foreign slips, property purchases, fixed deposits, occupational viability etc.
A cover letter for your Visa on the letterhead of your company.
tourist visa requirements of the nation.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
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SUCCESS
STORIES ON
VISAS AND
IMMIGRATION

I M M I G R A I T O N  U L T I M A T E  H E L P

We will help you bring out only the
best in you

LET US SEE WHAT ARE OUR SUCCESS
STORIES SO FAR IN VISAS
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CV AND COVER LETTERS

We Provide You
The Greatest

Ideas on 
settlement

Elevate your life
into super
maximum
capacity

Hustle You Up
with the most
authentic way 
to greatness

A CV (also known as a curriculum vitae) is a very detailed document that lists your work experience, skills, educational background along with other

academic achievements and it used to be people pursuing a career in academia. In most of the rest of the world, a CV is for a job and looks exactly like

its American resume counterpart. It contains information on your work experience, skills, and educational background in reference to a particular job

you’re applying for. CVs are used in academia. In most of the rest of the world, a CV is used to get a job. Cover letters are letters that accompany

CVs/resumes and go more in-depth into your job experience and expertise.CVs are focused on facts and data about your work experience while cover

letters are centred around compelling examples of your expertise as well as your character. A CV and cover letter deliver the most impact when they

are tailored and sent together.



At Immigraiton Ultimate We Take Care of Your Branding and Partners very
carefully we are the best in what we do. Or achieve. Our Work on The

partnership business goes very hand in hand. We are very well decorated,
deserved and professional in our behaviour. We do understand your

profile is important to and it needs to be managed. Thus, we do takec are
of your stuff and as always we do understand the value of your

trust in our company;..

Contact Us

we proud to help you

BRANDING AND PARTNERS

WE HELP

YOU TO
GET

SETTLED
SOON

ELEVATE
YOUR
BUSINESS
MARKETING
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More Information about us:
We also do direct contact and MOU with the various companies in and around the world:

USA, Canada, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Poland, France, Italy, UK, Singapore, Kyrgyzstan, 
Ukraine, Belarus, Finalnd, Netherlands, Belgium, Latvia, Lithuania, Denmark, Sweden, Georgia,
Bangladesh and Nepal.

We also help on Investment and Investment Procedures.

Residency By Investment | Immigration by Investment | Citizenship by Investment

Europe | United States of America | Canada | United Kingdom | Australia | New zealand | Island

Follow us on:

Browse us on:
https://immigrationultimate.co.in

info@immigrationultimate.co.in

www.immigrationultimateblog.com

Call us on:
+91-33-4600-0504

+91-9051956387

Registered Offices

www.immigrationultimate.co.in, +91-9051956387

Kolkata Delhi

10/A Shyamaprasad Mukherjee Road
Kolkata-700025, West Bengal, India

New Railway Road, Dyanand Colony, 
Ahooja HospitalGurugram-1,Haryana, India

13 Bristol Street, Layla Avenue,
Manchaster- AHYT1K, London

Olbrachta 112, 01-373, Warszawa
Poland

1413 Newton Street, Austin
Texas- 73301, United States


